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Linear guide rail stopper

See E-CatalogSeriesAccessories HG Series- Linear Guideway Linear Guides provide linear motion by re-circulating rolling elements between the profiled rail and the bearing block. The coefficient of friction on the linear guide is only 1/50 compared to a traditional slide and they are able to accept loads in all directions. With these features, the linear guide can achieve high precision and significantly
increased motion accuracy. Hiwin Corporation offers multiple linear guide series, each offering different sizes, loading options, accuracy and more. HG SERIES - Linear guide Configure the Series Basic dynamic load ranges: 11.38 kN - 208.36 kN HG series linear guides are designed with a load capacity and stiffness higher than other similar products with a wheel groove and structure optimization. It has
equal load carrying capacity in radial, inverted radial and lateral and self-absorbing directions to absorb the installation error. In this way, the HG series linear guides can achieve a long service life with high speed, high accuracy and smooth linear movement. EG-Linear Guideway Configure Series Basic Dynamic Load Range: 5.35 kN - 33.35 kN EG series is a low profile, high load capacity and high stiffness
guide block. It also has the same load carrying capacity in all four directions and the ability to self-adjust to absorb installation error, allowing for greater accuracy. In addition, the lower assembly height and shorter length make the EG series more suitable for fast, automated and space-constrained applications. CG Series - Linear GuidewayContact UsSuperior Moment Load CapacitySlinarys linear CG
series guides have a torque payload up to 50% higher than standard HG units. Back-to-back bearing configuration and integrated recirculation unit optimize bearing circulation, greatly improving the load capacity of moments and promoting smooth movement. The optional stainless steel cover strap enhances dust protection and ensures a smooth block transition. Series RG- Linear GuidewayConfigure
SeriesBasic Dynamic Load Range: 11.3 kN - 275.3 kNSerwia RG series has a roll as a rolling element instead of steel balls. The RG series is designed with a 45 degree contact angle. The flexible deformation of the linear contact surface during loading is significantly reduced, which provides greater rigidity and load carrying capacity in all 4 load directions. The linear guide of the RG series offers high
performance for precise production and can achieve a longer service life than traditional linear guides with ball bearings. EC- Linear Guideway Configure Series Basic Dynamic Load Range: 5.23kN - 29.8 kN EC series has equal load carrying capacity in radial, inverted radial and lateral direction with contact points at 45 degrees. This with wide rail, allows the guide to be evaluated for heavy loads, moments
and stiffness. According to the project, it has ability that can absorb most installation errors and can meet high accuracy standards. The ability to use a single rail and a low profile with low centre of gravity is ideal where limited space and/or high torques are required. The MG-Linear Guideway Configure Series Basic Dynamic Load Range: 0.68 kN - 8.93 kN MG Series is a miniature linear guide that is
available in a compact size with gothic arc contact that offers high stiffness and high stiffness against instantaneous loads in all directions. The MG series also offers corrosion protection, which comes in a special grade of stainless steel for compatibility in various working environments. The MG series is available in a narrow block type (MGN) as well as an enlarged width (MGW). QH- Linear Guideway
Configure Series Basic Dynamic Load Range: 13.88kN - 108.72 kN Hiwin linear guide design is based on a four-row circular arc contact. Qh Series linear guide with SynchMotion™ smooth movement, excellent lubrication, quieter operation and longer service life. Therefore, the QH linear guide has a wide industrial application in the high-tech industry, where high speed, low noise and reduced dust
generation are required. The QH series is interchangeable with the HG series. QE- Linear Guideway Configure Series Basic Dynamic Load Range: 8.56 kN - 51.18 kN The development of the QE Hiwin linear guide is based on a four-row circular arc contact. QE Series liner guide with SynchMotion™ smooth movement, excellent lubrication, quieter operation and longer service life. Therefore, the QE linear
guide has a wide industrial application in the high-tech industry, where high speed, low noise and reduced dust generation are required. The QE series is interchangeable with the EG series. QW- Linear Guideway Configure Series Basic Dynamic Load Range: 16 kN - 36.8 kN Liner QW series guide with synchMotion™ The technology has all the advantages of the EC series, which is characterized by high
torque stiffness and is suitable for single-rail or space-saving applications. With SynchMotion technology™ also provides quieter and smoother movement, excellent lubrication and longer service life. The QW series is interchangeable with the EC series. QR Series - Linear Guideway Configure Series Basic Dynamic Load Range: 26.3 kN - 150.8 kN Hiwin's QR series offers very high rigidity and very high
load carrying capacity. The QR series with SynchMotion™ provides low friction, smooth movement, quieter operation and longer service life. In industries where high accuracy, low noise and high rigidity are required, the QR series is the ideal guide choice. The QR series is interchangeable with the RG series. PG Series- Linear Guideway Hiwin's positioning guideway system integrates a linear guideway
with a magnetic emcoder. This solution ensures high rigidity and rigidity of the guide high precision from magnetic embar. The wrapper is a non-contact measuring sensor and the magnetic stripe is built in to prevent possible damage caused by external materials, these functions ensure a longer service life. ACCESSORIES Series E2-Self-lubricating linear guide Linear guide E2 Self-lubricating linear guide
has a lubricator installed between the end cap and the end seal. The block is also equipped with a replaceable/refillable oil cartridge with a removable cap for easy oil replenishment. Lubrication flows from the oil cartridge to the grease nipples and covers the rail and raceway grooves through capillary action. Hiwin's E2 kit extends maintenance cycles and ensures a long service life. SE Series - Metal linear
guide cap SE is a metal end cap option for linear guide that increases temperature resistance. This option allows operating temperatures up to 150°C and temperatures up to 200°C. In situations where a standard block is unable to operate due to high operating temperatures, the SE option is available for use. Linear Guideway Dustproof Options Dust-resistant attachments prevent material contaminants
and dust particles from entering the block and cause damage to grooved surfaces. Dustproof options are recommended when the guide is exposed to a high-polluting environment to ensure an extended service life. Liner Guide Reinforcement Cap The RC reinforced cap is made of oil and abrasion resistant synthetic resin and elastic O-ring rubber. The cap provides high dust resistance and is resistant to
being blown away from the heart by vibrations or shocks. Back to top (!) NOTE: Windows 7 users will not be able to use some of the latest eCatalog/WOS features because Microsoft ends support for Windows 7 on January 14, 2020. Upgrade your system for uninterrupted services. Due to the ongoing COVID &amp; Farmers' Protest pandemic in the Delhi NCR region, we expect to increase the lead times
of our shipments due to domestic transport. Please live with us attentively. For any information, please contact us at CS@misumi.co.in. We apologize for the inconvenience and appreciate your kind patience and understanding. Clamp lock, stopwatch lockset setting bellows block... Related categories for LM Guide linear auxiliary accessories (full ball type) The type series is available from miniature types to
large machine tool types, from linear guides to curved guides that fit a wide range of applications. [Model Number] HSR, SR, NR/NRS-X, HRW, SRS-G, RSR, HR, GSR, CSR, MX, JR, HCR, HMG, NSR-TBC, HSR-M1, SR-M1, RSR-M1, HSR-M2, HSR-M1VV, SR-MS, HDR, RSX To prevent separation of the block from the rail during transport or installation, which may cause damage to the object or even
Perfect plus for the rail installed on the vertical axis (Z axis) to prevent separation of the block from the rail due to gravity, and the screws are made of stainless steel material with anti-corrosion function We strongly do not recommend mechanical limited cork, which is used Download metal stopper from the MR series on the contact page SMS Linear by calling (937) 470-9524 or send us an email by clicking
here... Here...
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